CHAPTER 2 STUDY SUGGESTIONS
THIS CHAPTER COVERS A WHOLE LOT OF COMPLICATED MATERIAL. TO HELP YOU
ORGANIZE IT IN YOUR MIND, AND AS AN EXTRA REVIEW FOR THE TEST, THE FOLLOWING
SUGGESTIONS ARE STRONGLY ENCOURAGED.



Give yourself plenty of time to study. Do not try to complete all of these suggestions in one
night. It is too much for you to keep straight. I would suggest a minimum of 3 hours of study
time (not all at once).



Everything in your book, the labs we did, and all the notes I gave are fair game for the test.
However, major some topics you need to make sure you cover are on the Chapter 2 Formula
Review Sheet.



Read the Chapter Summary out loud. Write down the definitions of all the VOCABULARY.
Practice memorizing them with the Interactive Review Games in the Student Premium section of
the online textbook.



A few days before the test on this chapter, read the “SECTION OBJECTIVES” at the beginning of
each section review any topics that you think will cause you a problem.



Practice with the Interactive Review Games in the Student Premium section of the online
textbook.



Practice the online quizzes at http://www.sciencegeek.net/Chemistry/taters/directory.shtml



Review the illustrations in your textbook and understand the legends/ explanations that go with
each one.



Review the answers to the questions from your homework. Re-work different examples of the
problems. If there are any you still cannot answer, get help from someone.



Having studied this chapter, put away your notes and test yourself by writing the answers to the
“SECTION REVIEW” at the end of each section in your text - NO PEEKING FOR ANSWERS IN
THE CHAPTER! Writing the answers will force you to challenge yourself. If you can write you
can write the answers for yourself, you can probably write the answers for your teacher!



For an additional pre-test, close your book, put away your notes and test yourself by answering
the Chapter Review Sheets that are in the online textbook. After you are finished, check your
answers in your book and notes and correct the ones you missed. This will give you an indication
of how much of the chapter you really do know. (Remember, the questions and problems from
the study guide are usually easier than those on the real test!)

